Audition Notice
Dangerous Obsession by NJ Crisp
Production dates 3rd – 14th December 2019
Audition Dates 27th August and 3rd September (spare date 5th September) in the Copley Room at
Medway Little Theatre at 20.00
It is the start of the play, Sally has been outside sunbathing. She walks into her conservatory and
tends to some plants. She is unaware that she is being watched. The voyeur is John Barratt who
finally knocks on the door. John cleverly lets Sally talk herself into thinking he is there to discuss a
business proposition with her Husband Mark who "is due home any moment".......but John Barratt's
purpose is far more sinister than a business chat with Mark. When Mark arrives home, John begins
his agenda in earnest. Mark and Sally's Friday evening plans are replaced by a nightmare they'll
never forget.
The 3 roles in the play are extremely demanding as they barely leave the stage throughout and carry
the plot line through the many twists and turns. The cast will need to have the ability to learn a
large role and the confidence and experience to sustain a credible performance. The 3 characters
are ideally all in the late thirties to mid forties age group (there is some flexibility here, the men
could be slightly older).
Sally
Attractive, confident, sociable, happily married woman who enjoys a comfortable life style - lovely
home and large group of friends. Expresses a wide range of emotions as the plot unfolds and the
truth emerges.
Mark (Sally’s Husband)
Attractive, confident, successful business man. Happily married, shares lovely home and social life
with Sally. Undergoes a wide range of emotions and mood swings as the plot develops.
John
Uninvited visitor, seemingly mild mannered, unassuming, as plot unfolds demonstrates a steely
determination and a strong air of menace.
Rehearsals will begin on 16th September and will be every Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
I have some scripts available, please contact me if you would like a copy or would like to discuss the
play further.
Jwinson1955@hotmail.co.uk or 07812 318893
Thank You
John Winson

